FixUS is a group of Americans united in shared concern over the divided state of our country. Here are things you can do to have your voice heard, help heal our divisions, and chart a better path forward for our nation.

- **Sign up** to be a member of *FixUS* at [FixUSNow.org](http://FixUSNow.org) or by texting “FixUS” to 33777.

- **Share** the *FixUS* Vision with your family, friends, and colleagues, encouraging them to join. These are the ideals that will guide our work.

- **Suggest** how we can move forward by filling out a brief survey.

- **Sign** our petition to presidential candidates.

- **Learn more** about *FixUS* and become educated on the issues:
  - Check out the challenge, our mission, and our theory of change, and read our op-eds.
  - Peruse the abundance of material on our national divides in our *FixUS* Library.
  - Learn more about organizations confronting the challenge in a variety of ways.

- **Request** a *FixUS* Roadshow event in your community with a *FixUS* ambassador.

- **Talk** about *FixUS* with your neighbors and local groups using our basic PowerPoint presentation.

- **Follow us** on Twitter at [@FixUSorg](https://twitter.com/FixUSorg) and help us spread the #FixUS message on social media.

- Participate in regular *FixUS* calls where we bring together members from across the nation to learn about the issues and to engage with experts and each other. (Keep an eye out – we will send you regular monthly invites by email.)

- **Lead a *FixUS* discussion, host a coffee talk, ask questions at a Town Hall.**

- **Pen a letter to the editor** or opinion piece in your local paper or personal blog.

- **Consider making a donation.** *FixUS* is housed at a nonpartisan, 501c3 non-profit organization. You can make a donation to *FixUS* to help fund more Roadshow events and other activities.

- **Profile** someone in your community. Ask yourself or a leader in your community, What do you think the problems are? What is driving divisions? How do we fix it? We will add it to our *FixUS* Profiles series.

- **Send us your ideas** and let us know what you learn while engaging in your community. One of the most important aspects of *FixUS* is building this collaboratively and increasing citizen engagement. Send us your ideas directly to *FixUS* leadership regarding activities we can do and what you learn. Tell us the reactions you get and local success stories at.

Find Resources for These Activities at [https://fixthedebt.org/fix-us](https://fixthedebt.org/fix-us) or Contact fixus@fixthedebt.org